[Artifact of indicators equipped to stereotactic body frame scanned by 16-row MDCT can be resolved].
We found an artifact of the Stereotactic Body Frame's (SBF) indicators when we used diagnostic 16-row multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) as a simulator. Stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT) requires the accuracy of each millimeter. However, a gap of 3 mm at the maximum along the Z axis was caused by this artifact. We assessed the characteristics and cause of this artifact and searched for an imaging parameter to reduce the artifact in SRT. It was considered that the artifact was formed mainly by a stair-step artifact and cone-beam artifact. We can acquired accuracy, 1 mm minimizing the beam width and pitch (10 mm/0.5625). However, exposure time was extended because minimum pitch was selected. The influence on dose calculation was negligible. We decided to use a default parameter for treatment planning, and this parameter for determining the isocenter. We found the MDCT parameters to get acceptable positional accuracy for SRT with SBF.